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Abstract. A data warehouse (DW) is a large centralized database that stores data integrated from multiple, usually heterogeneous external
data sources (EDSs). DW content is processed by so called On-Line Analytical Processing applications, that analyze business trends, discover
anomalies and hidden dependencies between data. These applications are part of decision support systems. EDSs constantly change their
content and often change their structures. These changes have to be propagated into a DW, causing its evolution. The propagation of content
changes is implemented by means of materialized views. Whereas the propagation of structural changes is mainly based on temporal extensions
and schema evolution, that limits the application of these techniques. Our approach to handling the evolution of a DW is based on schema and
data versioning. This mechanism is the core of, so called, a multiversion data warehouse. A multiversion DW is composed of the set of its
versions. A single DW version is in turn composed of a schema version and the set of data described by this schema version. Every DW version
stores a DW state which is valid within a certain time period. In this paper we present: (1) a formal model of a multiversion data warehouse,
(2) the set of operators with their formal semantics that support a DW evolution, (3) the impact analysis of the operators on DW data and user
analytical queries. The presented formal model was a basis for implementing a multiversion DW prototype system.
Key words: schema evolution, data evolution, schema versioning, data versioning, multiversion data warehouse, formal model.

1. Introduction

changes, i.e. insert/update/delete data, and schema changes,
i.e. add/modify/drop a data structure or its property. Content
changes result from user activities that perform their normal
daily work with the support of information systems. On the
contrary, schema changes in EDSs are caused by: changes of
a real world being represented in EDSs (e.g. changing borders of countries, changing administrative structure of organizations, changing legislations), new user requirements (e.g.
storing new kinds of data), new versions of software being installed, and system tuning activities.
The consequence of content and schema changes at EDSs
is that a DW built on the EDSs becomes obsolete and needs
to be synchronized. Content changes are monitored and propagated to a DW often by means of materialized views [3] and
the history of data changes is supported by applying temporal
extensions e.g. [4]. Whereas EDSs schema changes are often
handled by applying schema evolution, e.g. [5,6] and temporal
versioning techniques [7–9]. In schema evolution approaches
historical DW states are lost as there is only one DW schema
that is being modified. In temporal versioning approaches
only historical versions of data are maintained whereas schema
modifications are difficult to handle. In our approach [10], we
propose a multiversion data warehouse (MVDW) as a framework for: (1) handling content and schema changes in EDSs,
(2) simulating and managing alternative business scenarios,
and predicting future business trends (a what-if analysis). A
MVDW is composed of persistent versions, each of which describes a DW schema and content in a given time period.
In this paper we contribute by presenting a formal model
of a multiversion data warehouse and a formal semantics of
operators modifying the structure do a DW schema and dimensions. The presented model and operators were a basis

A data warehouse (DW) is a large database (often of terabytes
size) that integrates data from various external data sources
(EDSs). EDSs are implemented as databases as well as various storage systems (e.g. spreadsheets, legacy systems, flat
files, XML files). They store production data collected during
normal functioning of an enterprise. These production data are
loaded, integrated, augmented with summaries in a DW for the
purpose of detail analysis from various perspectives. Data are
analyzed by, so called, On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP)
queries aiming at: discovering trends (e.g. sale of products),
patterns of behaviour and anomalies (e.g. credit card usage) as
well as finding hidden dependencies between data (e.g. market
basket analysis, suggested buying). The findings are then applied in real business. Data warehouse and OLAP technologies
are important components of decision support systems.
The process of good decision making often requires forecasting future business behaviour, based on present and historical data as well as on assumptions made by decision makers.
This kind of data processing is called a what-if analysis. In
this analysis, a decision maker simulates in a data warehouse
changes in the real world, creates virtual possible business scenarios, and explores them with OLAP queries. To this end, a
DW must provide means for creating and managing various
DW alternatives, that often requires changes to a DW structure
and content.
An inherent feature of external data sources is their autonomy, i.e. they may evolve in time independently of each
other and independently of a DW that integrates them [1,2].
The changes have an impact on the structure and content of a
DW. The evolution of EDSs can be characterized by: content
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for implementing a multiversion DW prototype system.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents basic definitions concerning a multidimensional data
model. Section 3 discusses related approaches to handling dynamics of a DW. Section 4 informally overviews our concept
of a mutliversion data warehouse and Section 5 presents its formal model. Formal semantic of operators modifying a MVDW
are discussed in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 summarizes the
paper.

2. Basic definitions
A DW takes advantage of a multidimensional data model [11–
13] with facts representing elementary information being the
subject of analysis. A fact contains numerical features, called
measures, that quantify the fact and allow to compare different facts. Values of measures depend on a context set up by
dimensions. Examples of measures include: quantity, income,
turnover, etc., whereas typical examples of dimensions include
Time, Location, Product, etc. (cf. Fig. 1. In a relational implementation, a fact is implemented as a table, called a fact table,
e.g. Sales in Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. An example DW schema on sale of products

Dimensions usually form hierarchies. Examples of hierarchical dimensions are: (1) Location, with Cities at the top and
Shops at the bottom, (2) Product, with Categories and Items
(cf. Fig. 1). A schema object in a dimension hierarchy is called
a level, e.g. Cities, Shops, Categories, Items, and Time. In a
relational implementation, a level is implemented as a table,
called a dimension level table.
A dimension hierarchy specifies the way measures are aggregated. A lower level of a dimension rolls-up to an upper
level, yielding more aggregated data. Values in every level are
called level instances. Example instances of level Items may
include: ‘Deep t-shirt’ and ‘Yves Rocher shampoo’, whereas
instances of level Categories may include: ‘clothes’ and ‘cosmetics’. The dimension instance of dimension Di is composed
of hierarchically assigned instances of levels in Di , where the
hierarchy of level instances is set up by the hierarchy of levels. Example instances of dimension Product include: {‘Deep
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t-shirt’ → ‘clothes’, ‘Yves Rocher shampoo’ → ‘cosmetics’},
where → is the hierarchical assignment of a lower level instance to an upper level instance.

3. Related work
The support of evolution of schema and data turned up to
be required in the applications of object-oriented databases to
Computer Aided Design, Engineering, and Manufacturing systems. The problem was intensively investigated and resulted
in the development of various approaches and prototypes, [14–
18], to list only a few of them. These and many other approaches were proposed for versioning complex objects stored
in a database of moderate size. On the contrary, in data warehouse systems objects being versioned have very simple structure (several fact or dimension tables) but the size of a database
is much larger. Therefore, the versioning mechanisms mentioned above are not suitable for versioning traditional (relational) data warehouses. The approaches to the management
of changes in a DW can be classified as: (1) schema and data
evolution: [5,6,19–22], (2) temporal and versioning extensions
[2,4,7–9,13,23–29]. The approaches in the first category support only one DW schema and its instance. In a consequence,
any structural modification requires data conversions that, in
turn, results in the loss of historical DW states. In the approaches from the second category, in [4,7–9,28], changes to
the structure of dimension instances are time-stamped in order
to create temporal versions. The approaches are suitable for
representing historical versions of data, but not schemas. The
paper by [13] addresses also the problem of dimension updates
and focuses on consistency criteria that every dimension has to
fulfill. It gives an overview how the criteria can be applied to a
temporal DW only.
In [2,25] data versions are used to avoid duplication
anomaly during DW refreshing process. The work also
sketches the concept of handling changes in an EDS structure. However, a clear solution was not presented on how to
apply the changes to DW fact and dimension tables. Moreover, changes to the structure of dimensions as well as dimension instances were not taken into consideration. In [26,27,30]
implicit system created versions of data are used for avoiding
conflicts and mutual locking between OLAP queries and transactions refreshing a DW.
On the contrary, [23,24] supports explicit, time-stamped
versions of data. The proposed mechanism, however, uses one
central fact table for storing all versions of data. In a consequence, only changes to dimension and dimension instance
structures are supported. In [31], a DW schema versioning
mechanism is presented. A new persistent schema version
is created for handling schema changes. The approach supports only four basic schema modification operators, namely
adding/deleting an attribute as well as adding/deleting a functional dependency. A persistent schema version requires a population with data. However, this issue is only mentioned in the
paper.
In [29] a virtual versioning mechanism was presented. A
virtual DW structure is constructed for hypothetical queries
Bull. Pol. Ac.: Tech. 54(1) 2006
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simulating business scenarios. As this technique computes
new values of data for every hypothetical query based on virtual structures, performance problems will appear for large
DWs.

4. Multiversion data warehouse – overview
A multiversion data warehouse (MVDW) is composed of the
ordered set of its versions. A DW version is in turn composed
of a schema version and an instance version. A schema version describes the structure of a DW within a given time period,
whereas an instance version represents the set of data described
by its schema version.
We distinguish two types of DW versions, namely real and
alternative ones. Real versions are created in order to keep up
with changes in a real business environment, like for example:
changing organizational structure of a company, changing geographical borders of regions, changing prices/taxes of products, changing legislations, opening/closing shops. Real versions are linearly ordered by the time they are valid within. Alternative versions are created for simulation purposes, as part
of a what-if analysis. Such versions represent virtual business
scenarios. All DW versions are connected by version derivation relationships, forming a version derivation graph. The root
of this graph is the first real DW version.
Every real as well as alternative version is valid within a
certain period of time. Version validity is represent by two
timestamps, i.e. begin validity time and end validity time, that
are associated with every version (cf. [10] for details).
A schema version is composed of several elements, whose
informal description is as follows. Each level can have many
versions, which belong to the set of levels versions. A level
version is assigned to a given dimension version as a part of

this dimension’s hierarchy. All versions of dimensions form
the set of dimensions versions. Facts also can have multiple
versions. Versions of a facts are elements of the set of fact table versions. Facts versions are assigned to given dimensions
versions. The structure of levels versions as well as fact versions consists of attributes, which form the set of attributes. Attributes are not versioned, i.e. every attribute can be assigned
to only one dimension or fact.
A DW instance version is composed of records versions assigned to a level version or to a fact table version. All records
versions belong to the set of records versions.
Figure 2 schematically shows relationships between the
discussed schema and instance versions elements.

5. Multiversion data warehouse – formal model
As stated in Section 4, a multiversion data warehouse, denoted
as M V DW , is composed of the set of its versions, denoted
as DW V . A single DW version is composed of a schema version (DW SV i ) and an instance version (DW SV i ). A schema
version includes several schema components, whereas an instance version includes several instance components. Subsequent sections provide formal definitions of the model components.
5.1. Model components. Formal definitions of a schema and
an instance version use multiple components that are defined
in this section.
Set of versions identifiers. Each DW version is unambiguously identified by unique identifier dwv_id that is an element from the set of all DW version identifiers V ID =
{dwv_id1 , . . . , dwv_idn }, where dwv_idi is an identifier of
a i-th DW version.

Fig. 2. Relationships among schema and instance version elements
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Multiversion level. A multiversion level is the element of a
dimension structure. It may consist of multiple versions. One
level version may exist in several DW versions and in this
case the level version is a shared one. A multiversion level
V
is defined as triple LM
= hmvl_idi , mvl_namei , LVi i,
i
where: mvl_idi is a multiversion level identifier, mvl_namei
is a multiversion level name, LVi = {LV1 , . . . , LVm } is
the set of level versions, which is the subset of the set LV
of all level versions. A level version is defined as a pair
LVj = hlv_idj , V IDj i, where: lv_idj denotes a level version identifier and V IDj ⊆ V ID is the set of identifiers of
V
these DW versions, in which version LVj of level LM
exi
MV
MV
MV
ists. L
= {L1 , . . . , Ln } is the set of all multiversion
levels.
Multiversion dimension. A multiversion dimension may consist of multiple versions. One dimension version may exist in
several MVDW versions and in this case the dimension version
is a shared one. A multiversion dimension is defined as triple
DiM V = hmvd_idi , mvd_namei , DVi i, where: mvd_idi is
a multiversion dimension identifier, mvd_namei is a multiversion dimension name, DVi = {DV1 , . . . , DVm } is the set
of dimension versions, which is the subset of the set DV of
all dimensions versions. A dimension version is defined as
quadruple DVj = hdv_idj , LVj , j , V IDj i, where: dv_idj
is a dimension version identifier, LVj ⊆ LV is the set of levels versions, which belong to a dimension version hierarchy;
a pair (LVj , j ) is a lattice, which describes dimension version hierarchy, with distinguished elements: bottom element
(bottom level) and implicit top element (denoted as ‘All’) (cf.
[33]); j ⊆ LV × LV is a relation over the set of levels
versions in a dimension hierarchy; its transitive and reflexive
closure ∗j defines a partial order over the set of level versions:
if LVk and LVl ∈ LVj and LVl ∗ LVk , then there is no such
LVo , that LVl ∗ LVo ∗ LVk ; V IDj ⊆ V ID is the set of
version identifiers, in which version DVj of multiversion dimension DiM V exists. For a given level version LVk , function
SubLevels : LV → 2LV returns the set of all levels versions
that are located in a hierarchy of a dimension version, in a specified DW version, in a subtree whose root is level version LVk .
For a given level version LVk function SuperLevels : LV →
2LV returns the set of all levels versions that are direct parents
of LVk , in hierarchy of dimension version, in a specified DW
version. D M V = {D1M V , . . . , DnM V } denotes the set of all
multiversion dimensions.
Multiversion fact. A multiversion fact may consist of several versions, each of which may be shared by multiple DW
versions. A multiversion fact is defined as a triple FiM V =
hmvf _idi , mvf _namei , F Vi i, where: mvf _idi is a multiversion fact identifier, mvf _namei is a multiversion fact
name, F Vi = {F V1 , . . . , F Vm } is the set of all versions of
a multiversion fact, which is the subset of a set F V of all
multiversion facts versions. A multiversion fact version is defined as a pair F Vj = hf v_idj , V IDj i, where: f v_idj is
an identifier of a fact version, V IDj ⊆ V ID is the set of
DW versions identifiers, in which a given fact version exists.
F M V = {F1M V , . . . , FnM V } denotes the set of all multiversion facts.
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Set of attributes. A = {A1 , A2 , . . . , An } is the set of attributes belonging to levels or facts. Each element of this set
is defined as a triple Ai = ha_idi , a_namei , a_typei i where:
a_idi is an attribute identifier, a_namei is an attribute name,
and a_typei is an attribute type. The model does not support
versioning attributes.
Attribute to level version assignment. Function AtrLevel :
A → LV defines the assignment of an attribute to a level version in a given DW version.
Attribute to fact version assignment. Function AtrF act :
A → F V defines the assignment of an attribute to a fact version in a given DW version.
Fact version to level version assignment.
Function
F actLevel : F V → 2LV defines the assignment of a specified fact version to the set of levels versions in a given DW
version. For a given fact version F Vi ∈ F V , the function
returns the set of base levels versions within dimension hierarchies, connected to fact version F Vi .
Multiversion record. A multiversion record implements
an instance of a multiversion level or a record of a multiversion fact. A Multiversion record is defined as a pair
RiM V = hmvr_idi , RVi i, where: mvr_idi is a multiversion record identifier, RVi = {RV1 , . . . , RVn } is the set
of record versions that is a subset of set RV of all records
versions. A record version is defined as a triple RVj =
hrv_idj , rv_valuej , V IDj i, where: rv_idj is a record version identifier, rv_valuej ∈ V AL is the value of a record in
the set V AL of values of all multiversion records, V IDj ⊆
V ID is the set of DW version identifiers, in which a given
record version exists. For a given record version, function
RecV alue : RV → V AL returns its value in a specified
DW version. For a given record version RVk being an instance
of level version LVl , function SuperInst : RV → 2RV returns the set of record versions, each of which is the instance
of direct parent levels of level LVl , to which instance RVk
is classified in a specified DW version. For a given record
version RVk being the instance of level version LVl , function SubInst : RV → 2RV returns the set of records versions, being the instances of direct child levels of level LVl ,
which are classified to instance RVk in a specified DW version. RM V = {R1M V , . . . , RnM V } denotes the set of all multiversion records.
Record version to level version assignment. Function
RecLevel : RV → LV defines the assignment of a record
version to a level version in a specified DW version.
Record version to fact version assignment. Function
RecF act : RV → F V defines the assignment of a record
version to fact version in a specified DW version.
5.2. Multiversion data warehouse. Formally, a MVDW is
defined as follows:
M V DW = hdw_id, dw_name, DW V , N, CM i

(1)

where:
– dw_id and dw_name represent MVDW identifier and
MVDW name, respectively;
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– DW V is the set of data warehouse versions, each of which
consists of a schema version and an instance version;
– N is the set of parent-child relationships between DW versions;
– CM is the set of conversions methods, which accomplish
transformations between adjacent instance versions; conversion methods are necessary for integrating results of queries
addressing several DW versions, cf. [32].
5.3. Data warehouse version. A data warehouse version
DW V i ∈ DW V is formally defined as follows:
DW Vi = hdwv_idi , dwv_namei , DW SVi , DW IVi i (2)
where:

– function RecF acti : RVi → F Vi assigns records versions
to facts versions in instance version DW IVi .

6. MVDW operators
We distinguish two groups of operators that modify the structure of a data warehouse, namely:
– operators that have an impact on a DW schema, further
called schema change operators;
– operators that have an impact on the structure of a dimension instance, further called dimension instance structure
change operators.

– dwv_idi and dwv_namei represent a DW version identifier
and a DW version name, respectively;
– DW SVi is a schema version;
– DW IVi is an instance version.

All operators address a particular version of a data warehouse.
They are formally described in this section by: their meaning,
the set of input arguments, constraints that have to be fulfilled
before and after applying a given operator, the set of changes
to a DW schema version and its instance, as well as additional
comments.

5.4. Schema version. A schema version, denoted as
DW SV i , i = 1, . . . , n, describes the structure of data in a
DW version DW V i , within DW version validity period, cf.
Section 4. Its formal definition is as follows:

6.1. Schema change operators. The following 15 operators
describe the evolution of a DW schema.

DW SVi = h dwv_idi , DVi , LVi , F Vi , Ai ,
AtrLeveli , AtrF acti , F actLeveli i

Creating a new dimension.
(3)

where:
– dwv_idi is an identifier of version DW V i whose structure
is described by schema version DW SVi ;
– DVi ⊆ DV is the set of dimension versions which exist in
schema version DW SV i ;
– LVi ⊆ LV is the set of level versions, which exist in
schema version DW SV i ;
– F Vi ⊆ F V is the set of fact versions, which exist in
schema version DW SV i ;
– Ai ⊆ A is the set of attributes belonging to level and fact
versions in schema version DW SV i ;
– function AtrLeveli : Ai → LVi assigns an attribute to a
level version in schema version DW SV i ;
– function AtrF acti : Ai → F Vi assigns an attribute to fact
version in schema version DW SV i ;
– function F actLeveli : F Vi → 2LVi connects a fact version
to a level version in schema version DW SV i .
5.5. Instance version. An instance version, denoted as
DW IV i , i = 1, . . . , n, represents the set of data consistent
with its schema version DW SV i . The formal definition of an
instance version is as follows:
DW IVi = hdwv_idi , RVi , RecLeveli , RecF acti i

(4)

– dwv_idi is the identifier of DW version DW V i to which
instance version DW IVi belongs;
– RVi ⊆ RV is the set of records versions, forming instance
version DW IVi ;
– function RecLeveli : RVi → LVi assigns records versions
to levels versions in instance version DW IVi ;
Bull. Pol. Ac.: Tech. 54(1) 2006

Meaning: The operator creates a new dimension in the schema
of a specified DW version; created dimension has no hierarchy.
Input: DW version DW Vi ; name dim_name of a new dimension.
Constraints: There is no dimension in the schema of DW version DW Vi having the same name as dim_name.
Output: DW version DW Vi0 with the following changes:
MV
Schema changes. A new multiversion dimension Dnew
with name dim_name is created. The dimension
has only one version DVnew .

Instance changes. None, since the newly created dimension has no levels.
Comments: The operator creates a new dimension in a given
schema version; the dimension has no hierarchy hence
no instances and no connections to facts. Changes made
by the operator do not require adaptation of either DW
instance version or analytical queries. In a consequence,
there is no need to derive a new DW version before the
operator is applied.
Creating a new level.
Meaning: The operator creates a new level with a given set of
attributes in a specified schema version; the created level
does not belong to any dimensions hierarchy.
Input: DW version DW Vi , level name lev_name, the set of
attributes Anew for a newly created level.
Constraints: There is no level in a schema version DW Vi having the same name as lev_name.
Output: DW version DW Vi0 with the following changes:
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V
Schema changes. A new multiversion level LM
new with
name lev_name is created, the level has only one
version LVnew ; its structure is set up by the set
of attributes Anew ; Anew is added to the set Ai
of version attributes; the attributes from Anew
are assigned to level version LVnew by function
AtrLeveli .

Instance changes. None, since the newly created level
has no instances.
Comments: Since new level has no instances, changes made
by the operator, do not require adaptation either or an
instance version or analytical queries. In a consequence
there is no need to derive a new DW version before an
operator is applied.
Connecting a level into a dimension hierarchy.
Meaning: The operator connects a given level into a hierarchy
of a given dimension, in a specified DW version. The
level being connected can already be connected to other
hierarchies of the same dimension (the case of a dimension with multiple hierarchies).
Input: DW version DW Vi ; version DVk of a multiversion dimension DlM V where level version LVj is to be connected to, position of the level in the hierarchy is described by two sets: the set LVtop ⊆ LVk of direct parent levels of LVj and the set LVbottom ⊆ LVk of direct
child levels of LVj .
Constraints: None.
Output: DW version DW Vi0 with the following changes:
Schema changes. Level LVj is added to the set LVk
of levels belonging to the hierarchy of dimension
version DVk (unless level LVj is already the part
of another hierarchy in dimension version DVk ).
A partial order k over the set of LVk is modified in the following way: level version LVj becomes the child level of all levels from set LVtop
and becomes the parent level for all levels from set
LVbottom . If LVbottom = ∅ (i.e. level LVj becomes a new bottom level) it is necessary to drop
an old assignment of a bottom level and to create an
assignment of level LVj to facts; this assignment is
created by function F actLeveli .
Instance changes. The described operator requires classification of all instances of level version LVj to
some instances of levels from set LVtop unless
LVj becomes a new top level of a hierarchy; classification of all instances of levels from set LVbottom
to some instances of level LVj unless LVj becomes
a new bottom level of a hierarchy (in both cases, instances that are to be classified should be specified
by MVDW administrator); fact records adaptation
to a changed dimension hierarchy.
Comments: Changes to a dimension structure done by the described operator, imply changes to a version instance.
Adaptations of: (1) instances of a level being connected
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to a hierarchy, (2) instances of levels which are already
in a hierarchy, and (3) records of fact tables may cause
some major changes in DW version instance, even potential data loss. Analytical queries may also require
modifications. Moreover, the results of queries, obtained
from adapted data, may result in incorrect business decisions. This leads us to the conclusion that the derivation
of a new DW version is required before applying the discussed operator.
Disconnecting a level from a dimension.
Meaning: The operator disconnects a given level from a hierarchy of a given dimension, in a specified DW version.
If a level being disconnected belonged to one hierarchy,
the level becomes an isolated one.
Input: DW version DW Vi ; level version LVj of a multiV
version level LM
being disconnected from a hierarm
chy of version DVk of a multiversion dimension DlM V ,
LVj ∈ LVk .
Constraints: If the level being disconnected is a base level in
a dimension hierarchy, it should not be associated with
any fact in its schema version.
Output: DW version DW Vi0 with the following changes:
Schema changes. If level version LVj is part of one hierarchy of dimension version DVk , then version
LVj is removed from the set LVk of level versions
in all hierarchies of dimension version DVk ; partial order k on the set of level versions LVk is
modified, a new order describes dimension hierarchy in which all child levels of LVj are connected
to some parent levels of LVj (unless LVj was a
base level in a hierarchy). If LVj was a top level,
then all its child levels are connected to implicit
element ”All”.
Instance changes. If disconnected level LVj was not a
base level, then all instances of child levels of LVj
should be reclassified to instances of LVj parent
levels (unless LVj was a top level of a hierarchy);
fact records should also be adapted to a modified
dimension hierarchy.
Comments: Changes to a dimension structure done by the operator imply the following changes to instances of dimension version DVk : (1) reclassification of level instances and (2) adaptation of fact data. These changes
may lead to data loss and incorrect results or interpretations of analytical queries. Therefore, a new DW version
should be derived before applying the described operator.
Removing a dimension.
Meaning: The operator removes a given dimension from a
schema of a specified DW version.
Input: DW version DW Vi , version DVj of a multiversion dimension DkM V , which is being removed from a schema
of DW Vi .
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Constraints: No hierarchy in the dimension being removed.
Output: DW version DW Vi0 with the following changes:
Schema changes. Removing version DVj of multiversion dimension DkM V from the set DVi of all dimensions.
Instance changes. None, since the dimension being removed has no hierarchy, hence it has no data.
Comments: There is no need to derive a new DW version before applying the described operator since the dimension
does not have a hierarchy. Consequently, the dimension
has neither instances nor associations to fact tables. A
dimension removal does not influence either dimension
instances or fact records or user queries.
Removing a level.
Meaning: The operator removes a given level, that is disconnected from hierarchies of all dimensions, in a specified
DW version.
Input: DW version DW Vi ; version LVj ∈ LVi of multiverV
, which is to be removed from DW Vi .
sion level LM
k
Constraints: Level version LVj is not part of a hierarchy in
any dimensions in DW Vi .
Output: DW version DW Vi0 with the following changes:
Schema changes. Removing level version LVj from the
V
set LVk of all versions of multiversion level LM
;
k
removing the assignments of attributes to level LVj
by modifying function AtrLeveli ; removing all attributes previously assigned to level LVj from Ai
(the set of attributes).
Instance changes. Removing instances of level version
LVj by modifying function RecLeveli .
Comments: There is no need to derive a new DW version before the described operator is applied. A level being
removed is not part of any dimension hierarchy. Consequently, there is no association between a level and a
fact. A level removal does not influence either dimension instances or fact records or user queries.
Creating a new attribute for a level.

Instance changes. Possible adaptation of instances of
level version LVj , by assigning values (user defined, default, derived) to a newly created attribute
for the instances of level version LV j .
Comments: There is no need to adapt dimension instances after the operator has been applied to a schema version.
However, changes introduced by the operator can have
impact on results of analytical queries. For example, let
us assume that a new attribute was added to a level in
a hierarchy of a dimension. The dimension has already
assigned a non-empty fact table. Now, users can analyze fact data from the perspective of the newly added
attribute. The obtained results can be correct or not, depending on the semantics of this attribute and the way it
was created, e.g. the attribute may not correctly describe
facts which existed before the attribute was added. To
avoid this dilemma it is safe to derive a new DW version
before applying the operator.
Removing an attribute from a level.
Meaning: The operator removes a given attribute from the set
of attributes of a given level, in a specified DW version.
Input: DW version DW Vi ; version LVj of multiversion level
V
LM
m ; attribute Adel being removed from the set of attributes of level version LVj .
Constraints: None.
Output: DW version DW Vi0 with the following changes:
Schema changes. Removing the assignment of an attribute Adel to level version LVj by modifying
function AtrLeveli ; removing attribute Adel from
the set Ai of attributes.
Instance changes. The modification of values of records
versions assigned to level version LVj ; the modification consists in deleting values of a removed
attribute.
Comments: It is necessary to derive a new DW version before
applying the operator. Removing a level attribute causes
level data loss. Moreover, analytical queries have to be
reformulated.
Changing the domain of level attribute or fact attribute.

Meaning: The operator creates a new attribute in a schema of
a given level in a specified DW version.
Input: DW version DW Vi ; version LV j of a mulV
tiversion level LM
attribute Anew defined as
m ;
ha_idnew , a_namenew , a_typenew i being created in the
schema of level version LV j .
Constraints: There is no attribute in the schema of level
version LV j having the same name as attribute
a_namenew being created.
Output: DW version DW Vi0 with the following changes:

Meaning: The operator changes the domain of a given attribute in a specified DW version. The attribute is part of
a level version or fact version.
Input: DW version DW Vi ; attribute Aj ∈ Ai whose domain
is being modified to a new one - a_typenew .
Constraints: None.
Output: DW version DW Vi0 with the following changes:

Schema changes. Adding a new attribute Anew to the
set Ai of attributes; creating an assignment of
attribute Anew to level version LV j by function
AtrLeveli .

Instance changes. Adaptation of record versions; the
form of adaptation depends on the form of an attribute domain change.
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Schema changes. Attribute A0j whose domain has been
modified to a new domain a_typenew .
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Comments: A decision whether to derive a new DW version
before the operator is applied depends on a character of
a domain modification. If a domain modification does
not require an attribute values adaptation (for example:
maximal attribute length is modified from 15 to 20 characters) and it does not cause data loss, the derivation of a
new DW version is not necessary. In other cases, a DW
administrator may decide to derive a new DW version
and apply the operator there, in order to prevent from
data loss.
Creating a new fact.
Meaning: The operator creates a new fact with its attributes;
there is no association between a new fact and any dimension levels.
Input: DW version DW Vi ; fact name f _name; the set
Anew = {A1 , . . . , Ak } of attributes of a new fact.
Constraints: No fact exists in schema version DW Vi having
the same name as f _name.
Output: DW version DW Vi0 with the following changes:
MV
Schema changes. Creating new multiversion fact Fnew
MV
and adding it to the set F
of multiversion facts;
the newly created multiversion fact has only one
version F Vnew , which is the new element of set
F Vi of fact versions in DW Vi0 ; adding the set
Anew of new fact attributes to the set Ai of attributes in schema version DW Vi0 ; creating assignments between new fact version F Vnew and
attributes from set Anew , by modifying function
AtrF acti .

Instance changes. None, new fact has no instances.
Comments: It is not necessary to derive a new DW version
before the operator is applied. Since a new fact has no
instances and it is not associated with any dimension. In
a consequence, there is no need to perform any adaptation. The modification does not influence analytical
queries either.
Creating a new attribute for a fact.
Meaning: The operator creates a new measure attribute for a
given fact, in a specified DW version.
Input: DW version DW Vi ; version F V j of a multiverMV
sion fact Fm
; attribute Anew defined as a triple
ha_idnew , a_namenew , a_typenew i, that is being added
to the set of attributes of fact version F V j .
Constraints: No attribute exists in the set of attributes of fact
version F V j having the same name as a_namenew .
Output: DW version DW Vi0 with the following changes:
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Comments: Adding a new measure to a fact may cause incorrect results of analytical queries. As an example, let
us consider fact table Sales storing product sales data in
the first and second quarter of 2004. At the begining of
a third quarter of 2004 an attribute ClaimsNumber has
been added to the schema of fact table Sales. The registration of customers claims starts from a third quarter
of 2004. All values of an attribute ClaimsNumber in fact
records, which describe sales in first and second quarters
of 2004 were set to 0. Let’s assume that a user analyzes
the total number of claims in months of 2004. In the period from January until June the number of claims equals
to 0. Whereas in July, August 2004 etc. the number of
claims appears as greater than 0. In a consequence, a
user may conclude that the quality of products sold in the
second half of 2004 became worse than products sold in
the first half of 2004. The conclusion is evidently false.
This example motivates a need for deriving a new DW
version before the discussed operator is applied.
Removing an attribute from a fact table.
Meaning: The operator removes a measure attribute from a
given fact, in a specified DW version.
Input: DW version DW Vi ; version F V j of multiversion fact
MV
; attribute Adel being removed from the set of atFm
tributes of fact version F V j .
Constraints: None.
Output: DW version DW Vi0 with the following changes:
Schema changes. Removing an association between attribute Adel and fact version F V j by modifying
function AtrF acti ; removing attribute Adel from
the set Ai of attributes in DW Vi0 .
Instance changes. Adaptation of fact instances, assigned to fact version F V j , by deleting values of
the removed attribute.
Comments: Applying the operator to a schema version causes
data loss and it requires reformulation of analytical
queries. In a consequence, the operator should be applied to a new DW version.
Creating an association between a fact and a level.

Schema changes. Adding attribute Anew to the set Ai
of attributes of DW version DW Vi0 ; assigning attribute Anew to fact version F Vj by modifying
function AtrF acti .

Meaning: The operator creates an association between a given
version of a fact and a given version of a base level in
dimension hierarchy, in a specified DW version.
Input: DW version DW Vi , version F Vj of multiversion fact
V
FkM V , version LVl of multiversion level LM
m ; LVl is a
base level in the hierarchy of version DVn of multiversion dimension DoM V .
Constraints: LVl is a base level in a hierarchy of dimension
version DVn .
Output: DW version DW Vi0 with the following changes:

Instance changes. Possible fact version F Vj data adaptation consisting in assigning values (user defined,
default, derived) to attribute Anew .

Schema changes. Creating an association between fact
version F Vj and level version LVl , by modifying
function F actLeveli .
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Instance changes. Possible adaptation of fact instances
assigned to fact version F Vj .
Comments: There are two following cases concerning the operator: (1) when a fact table is empty, no adaptation of
its instances is required; (2) when a fact table stores data,
it is necessary to assign each fact record to its level instance. Sometimes it requires decreasing the level of
fact data aggregation. If it is not possible to assign a
fact record to a level instance (e.g. a level has no instances or there is no proper level instance to assign to),
fact records have to be removed or assigned to a specially created level instance. Since data loss during the
process of adaption may happen and the results of user
analytical queries can be influenced, a new DW version
has to be created before applying the operator.
Removing an association between a fact and a level.
Meaning: The operator removes an association between a
given fact and a given level in a specified DW version.
Input: DW version DW Vi ; version F Vj of a multiversion fact
V
FkM V ; version LVl of a multiversion level LM
m , which
is a base level in a hierarchy of version DVn of multiversion dimension DoM V .
Constraints: None.
Output: DW version DW Vi0 with the following changes:
Schema changes. Removing an association between
fact version F Vj and level version LVl by modifying function F actLeveli .
Instance changes. Possible adaption of fact instances
assigned to fact version F Vj .
Comments: Removing an association between a fact and a
level requires only a fact table records adaptation (if
a fact table is not empty). One of possible adaptations is increasing a level of fact data aggregation. DW
users also lose one of the perspectives for data analysis. These reasons motivate a necessity for a new DW
version derivation before an operator is applied.
Removing a fact.
Meaning: The operator removes a given fact from a specified
DW version.
Input: DW version DW Vi ; version F Vj of multiversion fact
FkM V .
Constraints: Version F Vj being removed is not connected to
any version of a multiversion levels in DW Vi .
Output: DW version DW Vi0 with the following changes:
Schema changes. Removing version F Vj from the set
F Vk of versions of multiversion fact FkM V ; removing assignments between fact version F Vj and
its attributes, by modifying function AtrF acti ; removing attributes previously assigned to fact version F Vj , from the set Ai of attributes in DW Vi0 .
Instance changes. Removing assignments between fact
version F Vj and its instances, by modifying function RecF acti ; removing fact instances of F Vj .
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Comments: It is not necessary to derive a new DW version
before the operator is applied since a fact being removed
was previously disconnected from all levels.
6.2. Dimension instance structure change operators. The
following 5 operators describe the evolution of dimensions instances.
Inserting a new level instance.
Meaning: The operator inserts a new instance to the set of instances of a given level, in a specified DW version.
Input: DW version DW Vi ; version LVj of multiversion level
V
LM
m ; value rv_valuenew of new level LVj instance.
Constraints: If a level an instance is inserted into, is not a top
level in a dimension hierarchy, then each parent level of
LVj should have an instance, to which an instance of
LVj can be classified.
Output: DW version DW Vi0 with the following changes:
Schema changes. None.
Instance changes. Inserting new multiversion record
MV
Rnew
into the set RM V of multiversion records;
the newly created record has one version RVnew ,
added to the set RVi of record versions, in a DW
version DW Vi0 ; record value rv_valuenew has
been added to the set V AL of record values; creating an assignment between record version RVnew
and a level version LVj , by modifying function
RecLeveli . If LVj is not a top level version in
a dimension hierarchy, then a new instance should
be classified to explicitly chosen instances of parent levels of LVj . There is no need to adapt fact
instances.
Comments: Although there is no need to adapt either level or
fact instances, it is necessary to derive a new DW version before applying the operator, as a new level instance
can change the results of analytical queries. In a consequence, the obtained results can be wrongly interpreted
if users do not have a proper information on changes
made to dimension instances.
Deleting a level instance.
Meaning: The operator deletes a given instance from the set
of instances of a given level, in a specified DW version.
record version RVdel
Input: DW version DW Vi ;
being deleted; RVdel is defined as a triple
hrv_iddel , rv_valuedel , V IDdel i, which implements
V
the instance of version LVk of a multiversion level LM
m .
Constraints: None.
Output: DW version DW Vi0 with the following changes:
Schema changes. None.
Instance changes. Removing an assignment between
record version RVdel and level version LVk , by
modifying function RecLeveli ; deleting record
version RVdel from the set RV of record versions, in DW version DW Vi0 ; deleting record
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rv_valuedel from the set V AL of records; the following adaptations should take place: (1) instances
of child levels of LVk , which were classified to
a deleted instance, should be reclassified to other
instances of level LVk or should be deleted; (2)
fact instances, which are connected, either directly
(when LVk is a base level) or indirectly (when LVk
is a top level or a level inside a hierarchy), should
be connected to other instances of levels or should
deleted.
Comments: Deleting a level instance can cause massive adaptations of dimension instances as well as fact instances.
Such adaptations can lead to data loss and also can
change results of analytical queries. For these reasons, a
new DW version should be derived before applying the
operator.
Reclassifying a level instance.
Meaning: The operator changes the parent of a given child
level instance into another parent level instance. Both
parent instances of an instance being reclassified (i.e. the
one before reclassification and the one after reclassification) are the instances of the same parent level.
Input: DW version DW Vi ; record version RVj (the instance
of level version LVk belonging to multiversion level
V
LM
); RVj is classified to a record version RVold (the
l
instance of level version LVm ); record version RVnew
(the instance of level version LVm ); instance RVnew will
be the new parent instance of instance RVj ; level version
LVm is the parent of LVk .
Constraints: Value rv_valuej of record version RVj should
allow its reclassification to record version RVnew .
Output: DW version DW Vi0 with the following changes:
Schema changes. None.
Instance changes. Modification of record version value
rv_valuej , which classifies record version RVj to
record version RVnew .
Comments: Instance changes caused by applying the described operator do not lead to any data loss (neither dimension or fact instances). However, they may change
the results of analytical queries. If users are not provided
with an information on changes in the structure of a dimension instance then interpretations of obtained query
results may be wrong. For these reasons, a new DW version should be derived before applying the operator.
Merging n instances of a level into a new instance.
Meaning: The operator merges n instances {RV1 , . . . , RVn }
of a given level LVj into the new instance RVnew of
the same level. Let RVparent denote the parent instance
of {RV1 , . . . , RVn }. If LVj is not a top level, then:
(1) {RV1 , . . . , RVn } have to be classified to the same
instance of their parent level, i.e. RVparent , and (2)
RVnew will be classified also to RVparent .
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Input: DW version DW Vi ; the set RVmerge
{RV1 , . . . , RVn } of record versions, i.e. the instances of
level version LVj , being merged; the instances are classified to a record version RVp , i.e. the instance of level
version LVo ; LVo is the parent level of level version
LVj ; value rv_valuenew of the new instance of level
LVj (an instance, to which instances from set RVmerge
will be merged).
Constraints: If merged instances are not the instances of a top
level, then they have to be classified to the same parent
instance. Value rv_valuenew of a record, which implements a level instance after merging, should allow
its classification to instance RVparent . If merged instances are not the instances of a base level, then values
of their child instances should allow their classification
to a new instance (the one whose value is represented by
rv_valuenew ).
Output: DW version DW Vi0 with the following changes:
Schema changes. None.
Instance changes. Creating new multiversion record
MV
in the set RM V of multiversion records.
Rnew
A new record has one version RVnew , which is
the element of the set RVi of record versions in
DW IVi0 . Record value rv_valuenew is added to
the set V AL of record values in DW IVi0 . Modification of function RecLeveli , which: (1) creates
an assignment of record version RVnew to level
version LVj , and (2) deletes the assignments of
record versions in set RVmerge to level version
LVj . Classification of the instances of LVj (previously classified to instances from set RVmerge )
to a new instance, implemented by record version
RVnew . Removing from set RV elements of set
RVmerge . Removing values of merged instances,
rv_valuek , k = 1, . . . , n, from set V AL. If level
version LVj is a bottom level of dimension hierarchy, it is necessary to adapt fact data, connected
to the instances being merged. The form of the
adaptation can be either (1) reconnecting fact data
to instance RVnew after the merge operation or
(2) deleting fact data, connected to the merged instances (instances from set RVmerge ).
Comments: The described operator does not require adaptation of dimension instances, however, in some cases, its
application can lead to fact table data adaptation. This
adaptation can cause data loss. In all cases, applying
the operator changes the results of analytical queries. If
users are not provided with an information on changes
in the structure of a dimension instance then interpretations of obtained query results may be wrong. For these
reasons, a new DW version should be derived before applying the operator.
Splitting a level instance into n new instances.
Meaning: The operator splits a given level instance RVold into
n new instances {RV1 , . . . , RVn } of the same level LVj ,
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in a specified DW version. Let RVparent denote the parent instance of RVold . If RVold is not an instance of a
top level, then {RV1 , . . . , RVn } have to be classified to
RVparent . Instances of child levels, which were previously classified to RVold , will be classified to one of the
instances {RV1 , . . . , RVn }, chosen by a DW administrator.
Input: DW version DW Vi ; record version RVold , i.e. the instance of level version LVj ; record version RVold is classified to a record version RVparent , i.e. the instance of
level version LVo ; LVo is the parent level of LVj ; instance RVold will be split into {RV1 , . . . , RVn }, each of
which will be implemented by records whose values are
given in set V ALnew = {rv_value1 , . . . , rv_valuen };
element rv_valuec ∈ V ALnew is the value of a record,
which will implement an instance to which all instances,
previously classified to RVold , will be reclassified.
Constraints: None.
Output: DW version DW Vi0 with the following changes:
Schema changes. None.
Instance changes. Creating n multiversion records
{R1M V , . . . , RnM V } in set RM V . Every record
{R1M V , . . . , RnM V } has only one version. The
versions form set RVnew = {RV1 , . . . , RVn },
which is added to the set RVi of record versions in
DW Vi0 . Values of records, stored in set V ALnew ,
are added to the set V AL of record values. Modification of function RecLeveli , which : (1) assigns
record versions from set RVnew to level version
LVj as its new instances, and (2) removes the assignment of record version RVk from LVj . The
classification of the instances of child levels LVj
(previously classified to instance RVk ) to instance
RVc ∈ RVnew . Removing record version RVk
from the set RV of record versions. Removing
value rv_valuek of RVk from the set V AL of
record values. If LVj is a bottom level in dimension hierarchy, it is necessary to adapt fact data
connected to instance RVk being split. The form
of an adaptation can be either (1) reconnecting fact
data to the instances after the split operation or (2)
deleting fact data, previously connected to a split
instance.
Comments: The split operator performs an operation opposite
to the merge operator, but the consequences of both operations are the same. Consequently, the application of
the split operator should be performed in a new DW version.

7. Summary
Handling evolution of data warehouses is currently becoming
an important research field [34,35]. On the one hand, research
issues in this field are mainly focusing on temporal extensions,
that limit their use. On the other hand, commercial data warehouse systems (e.g. Oracle10g, Sybase IQ, MS SQLServer,
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IBM DB2) are not able to store and manage more than one
DW state at the same time.
Our approach to this problem is based on a multiversion
data warehouse that is composed of the set of its versions.
A DW version represents the structure and content of a DW
at a certain time period. A DW version can be used for incorporating structural changes in external data sources as well
as changes to a DW schema resulting from changing user requirements. Moreover, DW versions can be applied to creating
alternative business scenarios and predicting future. DW versions can also store historical data from certain time periods,
and in this case they offer the functionality of temporal data
warehouses.
In this paper we presented a formal model of a mutliversion data warehouse. We identified and analyzed possible
schema changes and dimension instance changes applicable to
a MVDW. Every such a change was in depth analyzed with respect to: its meaning, input and output parameters, the impact
on fact and level instances. To the best of our knowledge, it
is the first formal approach to describing the evolution of data
warehouses. The discussed model was the basis for developing
a prototype MVDW system, cf. [32].
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